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Description: Identified by other industries to make a substantive
contribution to safety performance and outcomes, SSTFL holds
potential as a solution to the problem of preventable medical error.

Aim: A concept derivation to improve clarity and an operational
definition to support practice improvement, education, and
research
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Significance:
•

•
•

Preventable medical
error is the third
leading cause of death
in the US
400,000 patients die
annually
Cost in financial and
human suffering terms
is unsustainable

Empirical Referents:
•
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•

Method:

Walker &
Avant’s concept
derivation method

Literature Review:
•
•

•
•
•

•

Oil and gas, chemical manufacturing,
warehouse industries have embraced
SSTFL
Significant relationships between SSTFL
and safety climate, behaviors, and
outcomes and intervening factors, such as
safety-specific trust and safety voice
SSTFL and TFL are empirically distinct
constructs
Definition of the concept is lacking
Research of SSTFL is nearly non-existent
in healthcare
Complexity and potential for error is

•

Transformational Leadership (TFL) scale
from the Multifactor Leadership
Questionnaire, includes Contingent
Reward (Transactional Leadership Scale)
Blurs the conceptual underpinning of the
measure
A new measure is needed that
acknowledges the distinct nature of
SSTFL and TFL.
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Summary of Results: Proposed Definition
Safety-specific Transformational Leadership is an integrative style of leadership as well as a set of
competencies and practiced attributes and behaviors. The SSTFL style is identified by an enthusiastic,
emotionally mature, visionary and courageous lifelong learner who inspires and motivates safety
consciousness, safety culture, and safety performance by informing and empowering colleagues,
patients, families, and policy-makers. Competencies essential to the SSTFL include emotional
intelligence, communication, collaboration, coaching, mentoring, and integral knowledge of safety
science and its implications for practice, education, and research.

